ABSTRACT With the recent success of deep learning, the amount of data and computation continues to grow daily. Hence a distributed deep learning system that shares the training workload has been researched extensively. Although a scale-out distributed environment using commodity servers is widely used, not only is there a limit due to synchronous operation and communication traffic but also combining deep neural network (DNN) training with existing clusters often demands additional hardware and migration between different cluster frameworks or libraries, which is highly inefficient. Therefore, we propose TensorLightning which integrates the widely used data pipeline of Apache Spark with powerful deep learning libraries, Caffe and TensorFlow. TensorLightning embraces a brand-new parameter aggregation algorithm and parallel asynchronous parameter managing schemes to relieve communication discrepancies and overhead. We redesign the elastic averaging stochastic gradient descent algorithm with pruned and sparse form parameters. Our approach provides the fast and flexible DNN training with high accessibility. We evaluated our proposed framework with convolutional neural network and recurrent neural network models; the framework reduces network traffic by 67% with faster convergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Neural Network (DNN) has achieved remarkable performances in numerous realms of learning problems. In order to effectively train large DNN models, an extremely large amount of train data is required. Hence the need for a distributed system that manages such enormous computation tasks and data is inevitable [1] . Among the famous distributed pipelines, Apache Spark rapidly grew as one of the most attractive frameworks [2] owing to its fast in-memory data processing and high fault-tolerance. Consequently, the integration of deep learning and a Spark cluster has gained widespread attention and several frameworks including SparkNet [3] , CaffeOnSpark, 1 DeepSpark [4] and 1 https://github.com/yahoo/CaffeOnSpark TensorFrames 2 were put forth. These attempts showcased the possibility of Spark becoming the basis for a powerful distributed deep learning framework; however, in terms of practical efficiency and scalability, there is significant scope for improvement.
Two key factors hinder the effective learning capability on commodity Spark clusters. The first is the synchronous operation characteristic, which is inherent in Spark itself. In general distributed learning algorithms, asynchronous approaches are known to be faster than simple synchronous alternatives [1] , [5] , [6] . That is, despite the higher number of learning steps required because of the discrepancy originating from overwrites, the asynchronous steps require relatively less time. A variant of such a synchronous method [7] aimed to tackle the slow learning step and achieve faster convergence by utilizing backup workers. However, increasing the number of worker nodes is not suited to commodity setups; moreover, the selective operations for backup workers are not supported by Spark. Therefore, asynchronous schemes such as parameter server are reasonable for commodity Spark clusters [1] , [8] .
The other obstacle is the lack of algorithmic considerations for reducing communication traffic. On the other hand, training DNNs is a communication-intensive task which demands frequent weight parameter exchanges [9] . Under commodity cluster settings where the network bandwidth is very constrained, the constant communication requests can lead to increased communication overheads. If the communication time outweighs batch computing time, achieving speed-up with the parallel training algorithms is unattainable. Most of the aforementioned Spark-based deep learning frameworks assume high-speed networks, for instance InfiniBand network and Amazon EC2, thus operations might be slower on relatively low-cost clusters.
In this paper, we propose TensorLightning, a new distributed deep learning framework for commodity Spark clusters with the objectives of overcoming abovementioned limitations. We implemented the parameter server scheme [8] to run our asynchronous stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. To alleviate the communication overhead, we further designed the pruning EASGD (P-EASGD), an adaptive parameter dropping algorithm. TensorLightning combines Caffe [10] and TensorFlow [11] , thus various training models from convolution based model to recurrent neural network models can be implemented on Spark pipelines. The proposed framework was evaluated through experiments on two representative types DNN models: image classification and sequence-to-sequence modeling. The proposed dropping algorithm improved the communication-to-computation time ratio up to 3× with rare or no loss.
II. MOTIVATION A. ALGORITHM PERSPECTIVE
Our proposed framework utilizes a parallelized SGD algorithm, which is based on elastic averaging SGD (EASGD) [12] . The objective function of EASGD is as follows:
arg min
where vectors w k andŵ are the local parameters of the worker node k and the global parameter respectively; D is the training data, P is the number of worker nodes, f (w; D) is the cost function for local workers, and λ is the penalty coefficient.
Since the first term is identical to the sequential SGD algorithm, each worker node can train a model with the existing schemes such as momentum [13] and ADAM optimizer [14] .
The second term is a quadratic penalty term that ensures synchronization between the global and local parameters. As the second term implies, EASGD affords elasticity when exchanging parameters instead of simply overwriting the global parameters and stabilizes the discrepancy provoked by asynchrony. The symmetric update between local and global parameters ensures the convergence of EASGD [12] . Furthermore, EASGD relaxes the heavy communication loads of parallel SGD by introducing the time delay τ in the updating parameters. This feature makes the EASGD algorithm robust against time delay. Adjusting τ results in a trade-off between the communication workload and the amount of discrepancy penalty. In other words, while a larger τ shortens the communication time, the number of iterations (or epochs) required to converge increased. Considering the penalty, the speed-up of asynchronous EASGD algorithm can be formulated as follows:
where b is the size of mini-batch, C(b) is the computation time for the mini-batch, and N a (b) is the required number of iterations to reach target performance a; τ is the communication period and the following discrepancy penalty is denoted by d(τ ); S is the communication overhead, which is affected by τ and the number of worker nodes n. As Eq. 2 suggests, varying the communication overhead S can influence the speed-up of parallel DNN training.
Several approaches have applied the concept of compressing DNN models to reduce the number of parameters. In [9] and [15] , they aimed at reducing the communication requirements by exchanging error terms and activation vectors instead of the full gradient matrices. However, not only does the scalability appear to be limited by increasing the mini-batch size and communication delay, it is also not compatible with weight parameter aggregation algorithms such as EASGD.
Lossy compression techniques have been proposed to transform the model structure and parameters into simpler formats [16] , [17] . These techniques do not assume distributed training setup and merely focus on the effective compression of DNN models. Compression time or aggregation methods are not under their consideration, which makes them unsuited for parallel DNN training.
B. FRAMEWORK PERSPECTIVE
As the big data pipeline, Spark is the generalized successor of MapReduce which is a platform for distributing large amount of data to cheap computing nodes that are coupled loosely [2] . Till date, several research institutes, companies, and governments have built their own data processing pipeline on Apache Spark [18] - [23] . Naturally, deep learning platforms have also been suggested on the Spark environment. In general, deep learning on Spark should be synchronous SGD for model aggregation, as is the case in other applications [3] .
Asynchronous based learning approaches have shown faster convergence than pure synchronous approaches in 27672 VOLUME 6, 2018 previous works [1] , [5] , [6] . Although a variant of the synchronous method supported by backup worker nodes demonstrated more robust performance than the asynchronous approaches by resolving discrepancy [7] , the backup worker configuration is not suitable to the commodity setup. Additionally, Spark does not support a selective barrier for backup workers. To overcome these limitations, Spark must support additional assistive asynchronous implementations such as parameter server [1] , [8] .
C. LIMITATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Even though the EASGD algorithm is one of the state-ofthe-art parallel SGDs that can be used for deep learning, there is a limit to the parallelization speed-up. In addition, an asynchronous method is required for speed-up of the parallel SGD; however, it is not available on the Spark platform currently. Our contributions in solving these problems are summarized as follows:
1) The reduced parameter exchange overhead through the adaptive dropping speeds up the DNN training.
2) The asynchronous iterative process on Spark provides fast DNN training.
3) The integration with popular deep learning libraries provides flexibility and accessibility to scale up various learning models.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY A. ALGORITHM
We propose the pruning EASGD (P-EASGD) algorithm that performs EASGD with pruned parameters. From the second term of Eq. 1, if w k andŵ are sparse, the communication overhead will be alleviated by the reduced volume of parameters that must be exchanged. Eq. 3 represents the objective function of P-EASGD:
where µ k is the masking vector of the worker node k that has the same length; it determines the parameter to be pruned before parameter exchange. diag(µ k ) is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries identical to the elements of µ k . Each element of µ k is a random variable that its outcome is either 0 or 1. Consequently, the masking vector transforms the exchange parameter vector (w k −ŵ) into a sparse vector form [16] . The proposed pruning method does not affect the assumed symmetry of update, therefore, P-EASGD is expected to maintain convergence and stability of the EASGD algorithm. The only difference is that the effective update step size of gradient may be decreased. The entire process of the P-EASGD algorithm is described in Algorithm 1, and consists of two major phases: pre-training phase and pruning phase. The core of the P-EASGD is implemented in the pruning phase. The P-EASGD update rule of the pruning phase is acquired by calculating gradients from Eq. 3 with respect to w k andŵ. The rules can be formulated 
if i mod τ == 0 then 10:
end if 13: w k ← w k + w k 14: end for 15: pruning phase 16: for i to i max do 17: w k ← ComputeGradient(w k ) 18: if i mod τ == 0 then 19: Random Sample µ mask:
end if 23: w k ← w k + w k 24: end for as follows:
where w t k andŵ t are local and global model parameter respectively at iteration t, and η is the learning rate. µ k is the pruning mask vector generated from the worker node k at every iteration, and is drawn from Bernoulli distribution with probability 1 − ρ. Each element of µ i is set to zero with probability ρ, otherwise 1 with probability (1−ρ). α = ηλ/P is the moving rate for EASGD update [12] and determines the elastic force between the local and the central parameters; it determines the extent of the training that is affected by the distance between those parameters.
When each worker node sends weight parameters w k , the parameters are transformed into the sparse vector of diag(µ k )w k , as described in Fig. 1 . A parameter exchanger also returns diag(µ t k )ŵ t in the same form, and then, they update w t+1 k andŵ t+1 . In our implementation, we assigned 8 bits to the relative index, and a value of the parameter was stored as a 32-bit single precision floating point type. Consequently, we can reduce the original parameter size of 4n bytes for parameter exchange to 5n(1 − ρ) bytes in average, for n model parameters. We used the sparse form for the parameter exchange; therefore, the learning procedure and trained results are compatible with existing optimizers and DNN models, unlike DeepCompression [16] .
The random pruning process raises concerns about intensified inaccuracy during training. We observed that training with P-EASGD from scratch generates additional errors and exacerbates the convergence in the early stages, as illustrated in Fig 8 . The error falls into reasonable level as training progresses. Hence, we planned a two-step training strategy; training with the intended pruning rate after pre-training with zero pruning rate. The experimental results and interpretation are described as shown in Section 5.
B. FRAMEWORK
Considering the commodity environment, we implemented our proposed TensorLightning framework with the P-EASGD based on DeepSpark [4] . However, when each pruning process is performed on a single parameter server, it would cause further overhead to that machine because of the limited network bandwidth and system resources.
This issue was resolved by distributing the role of parameter servers to multiple worker nodes. Each worker node simultaneously performs learning and parameter exchange by multi-threading, and takes the responsibility for partitioning of the global parametersŵ. The Spark driver node only provides the coordinator table on which the offset and length of the model parameter partition are written. Each worker node exchanges the partition of its own w k with the corresponding part ofŵ in the others, by referring to the table from the driver node. Fig. 2 shows our distributed parameter exchanger scheme. In addition, we also developed miscellaneous functions such as data feeder for TensorFlow.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We built a commodity cluster environment for validating the performance of our algorithm. Each worker node consisted of an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU, 16GB memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce 970 GTX GPU device with 4GB memory. Given that this specific model of GPU had poor access to the memory region above 3.5GB, 3 we restricted the use of memory to under 3.5GB for computing the local gradient step. The nodes were interconnected via Gigabit Ethernet, which had 1Gbps of network bandwidth. As a software environment, Apache Spark 1.6.1, Hadoop 2.6.1, NVIDIA driver 352.63, CUDA 7.5, and CuDNN 4 were installed on all worker nodes. Caffe and TensorFlow were adopted as back-end computing engines and compiled from the source code of which the version were 1.0.0-rc3 and 1.0.1, respectively. In this section, describe the training of two different CNN based models and a RNN based model, and compared the learning curve of P-EASGD to EASGD as a baseline.
A. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
We examined the ResNet [24] and AlexNet [25] models for image classification. The ResNet-56 model for classifying CIFAR-10 consisted of 56 layers. 4 As most layers of the ResNet model were convolution layers, each layer had a small number of learning parameters compared to the number of its layers (∼ 3.5MB). For this reason, the communication burden was relatively smaller than the batch computation time for training the ResNet-56 model, and acceleration of convergence time using P-EASGD not expected. Learning rate η was set to 0.1 at the beginning for all cases. ADAM optimizer was employed for training on a single node, and we reduced η to one tenth after 25K iterations.
In the experiments of parallel training for ResNet-56 with EASGD, the momentum SGD optimizer with a momentum factor µ = 0.9, moving rate α = 0.1, and communication period τ = 10 were used. For P-EASGD, α = 0.2, pretraining iteration i p = 500 and pruning rate ρ = 0.75 were given. l 2 -regularization parameter λ = 0.0005 was set for all the CIFAR-10 experiments. The accuracy curves on 4, 8, and 16 nodes are shown in Fig. 3-(a) , (b), and (c), respectively. P-EASGD showed similar convergence to that of vanilla EASGD. During all ResNet-56 experiments, a worker node spent 363ms computing the gradient step on average. For EASGD and P-EASGD, a worker node consumed average 110 and 100 ms per exchange parameters. Compared to EASGD, as expected, pruning did not significantly benefit P-EASGD in terms of the communication time.
For image classification using AlexNet, 5 we trained AlexNet with the ILSVRC 2012 ImageNet data set. In addition to the output layer, AlexNet has two inner product layers. It also has relatively more learning parameters (∼ 243.9MB) than ResNet-56 and we expected P-EASGD to take advantage of pruning. For validating the trained model, we sampled 5K images from 50K of the validation set to shorten the validation time. ADAM optimizer was used to calculate gradient step for every single and parallel cases. As regards the hyperparameters, we fixed 128 as the batch size, η = 10 −4 , λ = 5.0 × 10 5 , τ = 40, α = 0.1, ρ = 0.75, and i p =3,000. Only the P-EASGD experiment on 16 nodes had different α = 0.4. The reason why we set higher α for P-EASGD than EASGD is that we compensated the diminished step size caused by P-EASGD. We also repeat the same experiments for 4, 8, and 16 worker nodes to evaluate the scalability. The accuracy curves are shown in Fig. 5 . During all the AlexNet experiments, the average computing time was kept to near 262ms, however, the average communication time was increased as the number of worker nodes grew. We showed the ratio of communication time to batch computing time in Fig. 4 , and described the details in Table 1 . Compared to EASGD, P-EASGD reduced the ratio and the communication time by up to 65.3% and 64.9%, respectively. 4 https://github.com/yihui-he/resnet-cifar10-caffe/tree/master/resnet-56 5 https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/tree/master/models/bvlc_alexnet 
B. SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE MODELING
We also evaluated our approach in the sequence-to-sequence model for neural machine translation. To train neural machine translation models for English to French translation, we employed the English-French parallel dataset from the shared translation task of WMT'15 [26] . We used VOLUME 6, 2018 newstest2013 set to validate trained models. Our models consisted of four layers of gated recurrent units [27] , each of which having 512 hidden units. The vocabulary size is limited to 40K for each language. For the decoder network, the attention mechanism of Bahdanau et al. [28] was employed. The sampled softmax loss of 512 sample was used to handle large output vocabulary [29] . Lastly, we used Adam for optimization. The RNN models had many learning parameters over 300MB, and thus we expected the benefit from pruning like AlexNet.
For all experiments, we set η = 0.0002, 64 as the batch size, α = 0.1, τ = 20, ρ = 0.75, and i p =1,000. The validation error curves are exhibited in Fig. 7 . Like result of AlexNet, the convergence of P = 16 was slower than that of P = {4, 8} in the EASGD setting because of communication time. Fig. 4 shows the ratio of communication time to batch computing time is displayed with the result of AlexNet, and the details are described in Table 1 . Comparing to EASGD, Reasoning that enables pruning in the parameter exchange of distributed learning, we evaluate the mean squared errors between w k andŵ with random mask µ k in EASGD model for CIFAR-10 training. We simulated the error relative to the number of iterations by generating µ k for 100 times, with respect to pruning rate ρ. The results are shown in Figure 8 . The metric for the error is described in Eq. 5:
where n is the number of parameters, and µ k is the random pruning mask of worker node k. As we expected, the error started from high and then dropped sharply in early steps for all pruning rates. These results justify our assumption for pre-training. Although we expected pre-training to be critical to fast, high convergence, Fig 9 shows that the effect of pre-training was not significant in CIFAR-10 training.
In future work, theoretic analysis and further experiments will be required to prove effectiveness of pre-training.
B. TIME AND ITERATION EFFICIENCY Fig. 4 shows the communication to computation time ratio. The batch computation time refers to the time taken to compute gradient and update w k . On the other hand, the communication time included transferring and updating time for w k andŵ. In the P-EASGD setting, the pruning and reconstruction time were added to the communication time. For the VOLUME 6, 2018 AlexNet and sequence-to-sequence model, the time spent for the communication took up to 39×. This is a major factor that significantly reduces the advantages of distributed training. Under the same condition, P-EASGD with (ρ = 0.75), however, reduced the communication overhead to less than a half. While the time efficiency was improved drastically as shown in Figs. 6-(a) and (b), the convergence difference between P-EASGD and EASGD was little. Consequently, the improvement of performance could be achieved because the gain in communication time, which outweighed the resulting degradation in training efficiency. This fact leaded to improve the scalability under the commodity environments. The P-EASGD also restrained the growth of communicationto-computation ratio more effective than the EASGD setting as shown in Fig. 4 . The batch computation time for sequence-to-sequence model on a single node was about twice larger than other distributed settings. The main reason was that the training data was too large to be loaded on the single node memory, and some of the training data was spilled to the swap area in the local disk. The distributed setting moderated the memory usage for holding training data, while data spilling led to the increased data access overhead in a single node. As a result, we verified the benefit of distributed training in terms of resource usage with the aid of data parallelism.
One additional experiment was conducted to determine the better strategy by, exchanging all the parameters with longer τ or sampled parameters with short τ . Intuitively, considering each element of learning parameter w, pruning with a probability ρ implies that the individual communication period of each element follows a geometric distribution with success probability p = 1 − ρ. As its expectation is τ 1−ρ , we compared P-EASGD with τ and ρ to vanilla EASGD with τ 1−ρ . As shown in Fig. 6-(a) , the result suggests that P-EASGD with τ = 40, ρ = 0.75 converged faster than vanilla EASGD with τ = 160. As mentioned in Section 2, increasing τ leads to slow convergence as it requires more iterations. We, therefore, conclude that reducing communication through pruning provides better training efficiency compared to having a larger τ . However, in such a case where the size of the parameters to be exchanged is not large (e.g., ResNet-56 for the CIFAR-10 experiment), the effect of pruning diminishes as the time spent for communication becomes less critical.
We emphasize that the traffic burden is the decisive factors to limit the scalability of the proposed framework, since it tends to rise with increase in the number of worker nodes, especially, in the commodity network. As shown in Figs. 5 and 7 , we demonstrated the fact that the convergence worsened despite of allocating of significant amount of resources. P-EASGD suppressed the rate of traffic increment efficiently, while the network traffic increased nearlinearly in a vanilla EASGD setting as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Consequently, the commodity cluster can obtain the additional scalability by P-EASGD.
C. FUTURE WORK
Interestingly, in the P-EASGD training of ResNet-56 and AlexNet, P-EASGD showed the different convergence with α = 0.1. We conjectured that the high pruning rate causes the overfitting of w k , as can be seen in Figs. 10 and 11 , which show a comparison of convergence between P-EASGD and EASGD for the different value of α. Currently, we explored α to compensate those phenomena, manually. Suggesting a theoretical guideline to determine α, ρ, and i p adaptively will be considered in our future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we suggest TensorLightning, a deep learning framework with cost-effective communication for commodity Spark clusters. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed framework using experimental results. The proposed P-EASGD algorithm reduced communication costs up to by 67% with little or no loss. Furthermore, it also suppressed the traffic growth by 35% for deploying 4 times more nodes, while the EASGD setting suffered from the burden over twice. Consequently, we expect the framework to assist other researchers who want to train their own models on commodity Spark clusters. TensorLightning is an on-going project, and the current version of the source code is available at GitHub. 6 
